Contemporary Personalities
It is, however, worthy of comment at a moment
when every notable individual has his biography
announced before his burial is complete, that fifty
years elapsed before any Life of the Duke of Welling-	^—^
ton appeared; nor, indeed, was it until after the
issue of Mr. Fortescue's later volumes that the full
scope of the Duke's earlier energies was ever dis-	I
closed.    If it be true that Lord Haig has confided	*
important documents into custody, with imperative	T
instructions that a long period is to elapse before	|
they are publicly dealt with, it is evident that an	f
interim study of his career cannot be profound.    It	f
is,  however, to be hoped that the matters so be
queathed are not very controversial, for that would	<•
be a little unfair to others possibly affected, who                   fl
might wish to make a reply, and who, if the period                    I
be long enough, will undoubtedly be dead.
If the biography of Lord Haig is to be reserved
for the future, it may be noted that he has lent him
self very sparingly to the ear of the chronicler. Few
men, indeed, have attained so considerable a position	^
in public esteem while appealing so little to the
public eye. If he has not actually shrunk from	, \
publicity, he has never made the slightest attempt	I
to secure it.    His public appearances, except upon	1
military occasions, have been few;    his utterances	•    f£
brief, and usually marked by little resonance. In
private conference he has indeed occasionally given
the impression of being almost tongue-tied. His""	-j
excursions into fields outside his own province have been closely restricted. In his life, of which he has scarcely passed the prime, ambition may—or may not—have been a motive power; he has at least never allowed ambition to carry him outside the
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